BEYOND EPCOT

Guests Special Reservations are required to secure seats in the garden performances and locations for guests with disabilities, for information specific to individual performances, please call Disney's My Disney Experience at 407-939-3463 or visit My Disney Experience on your mobile browser.

Exclusions

Some attractions, shows and special effects cannot be reserved or guaranteed. Parties using Mobile Ordering or Advance Dining Reservations cannot book遏 for the following shows: Fantasmic!, Rivers of Light, and Epcot’s Fireworks spectacular. Special event services, special effects and shows are subject to change. Available on a daily basis from any rapid service dining location at the Park and the Disney Springs Marketplace Restaurant.

Travelers with Parkinson’s Disease

Travelers with Parkinson’s Disease can find additional information in preparation for travel at disneyworld.com/parkrules. As Timon and Pumbaa would say, “As long as there’s a Park, there’s always a spot.”
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